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About This Game

Collect all the gemstones in this Match 3 game.

Slide gems to combine them and create combinations of 3 or more.

Complete numerous levels with different missions and exciting challenges.

Combining 4 or more gemstones results in a powerful booster to destroy even more gems. Discover boosters to destroy rows,
columns, all gems of a specific type, or even the entire table!

Can YOU complete all the levels?

Features

- Simple to play! Slide gemstones to create matches.
- Four different types of missions: reach the target score, collect a specific number of gemstones, remove colored tiles, or get

the trophy to the bottom
- Two different completion modes: limited number of moves OR limited amount of time

- Five boosters to help you complete levels
- Each level completed

- Fifty original levels to complete
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MESSAGE FOR ACHIEVEMENT HUNTERS

To get 100% of the achievements in this game,
it is necessary to have the DLC Mighty Gemstones - Hardest Level

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Title: Mighty Gemstones
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Fabio Cunha
Publisher:
Fabio Cunha
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2018
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mighty gemstones. the mighty gemstones. the mighty gemstones hbo

I never like giving bad reviews, but I really want to know what the hell they tried to do with this one. First off, absolutly no
music. Just the constant ping of you getting hit and losing health. Second, what am i trying to do in this game. I guess wonder
around and collect items that have no importance at all. I guess you can't expect much from a two dollar game or whatever this
piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665was but come on. They would have been better off just making this the old
metrodvania\/shooting platformer or something. I really love the fact that games are art and anybody can put their creations out
there for others to experience it but I think Steam should really start filtering\/weeding out crap games. I would rather go and
play some atari games. On a final note, I'm not trying to be negative but don't waste your money on this boring game and also
don't believe any reviews that say its good. Its most def. NOT!!!!!!!!.
\u73a9\u6e38\u620f\u73a9\u5230\u5fc3\u788e\uff1a\uff09. Not very compelling.
Looked like it would be right up my alley.. I like RPGMaker games. This one is quite generic content-wise, but the story and
delivery is unique.. Can not get into the game. A cute platformer that pays homage to old NES games. The theme is endearing -
I mean you play a pumpkin that spits candy corn... :)
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It worked for a while on my machine, (Linux Mint 17.3) then certain items on the menu and enemies in the game were not
visible, making one level very difficult and another impossible (hard to dodge enemies you can't see).

Also, the controls are backwards (left to go counterclockwise, right to go clockwise) from what I am used to (e.g. Atari games
where you can turn and thrust with the joystick), with no apparent option to change it. Drives me nuts.

Otherwise, I'd give it an enthusiastic +1.. great coop game with good progression in difficulty and fun combat. ez cheevos

1/10. Wow! This actually is a really nice pack. This pack is like the OLD packs they used to release for FPSC that actually
would make me excited ti get. LOTS and lots of models all decent. Buy this pack if you can get on sale all the better.. fairly
short but pretty nice
However, please let us resize the game window. it's pretty freakin small. I'll admit it looks cool but it's just so unoptimized that i
just can't play it and i meet the system requirments so please optimize the games and fix the bugs and this thumbs down iwll
turn the other way around
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